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I.

Features
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REC Record button
STOP (Stop/power off)
FF Next song (skip forward)
DOWN Previous song (skip backward)
HOLD (key lock)
VOL+ (volume increase)
VOL- (volume decrease)
MODE（Mode switching button)
PLAY/PAUSE (power on/play/pause)
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Record Indicator
LCD (display)
Built-in Speaker
USB interface
Battery back cover
Lanyard Hole
Headset jack
External microphone
MIC Built-in microphone
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II.

Functions
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

4GB memory
MP3, WMA and ACT recording format supported.
Blue backlit digital display.
Recording indicator light.
Music playing function.
Choose voice activate function or not,
SP and LP record format available. Recording time as follows respectively:

1GB

00/SP

00/LP
01/SP
01/LP
8.
9.

1020
minute

4080
minute

1020

2GB
2040
minute

4GB
4080
minute

8160

16320

minute

minute

2040

4080

minute

minute

minute

4080

8160

16320

minute

minute

minute

Remarks
Without “VOR” Function

Without “VOR” Function
With “VOR” Function
With “VOR” Function

Loop mode
No (no loop) One (loop one) All (loop all).
7 playing balance modes: Natural, Rock, Pop, Classical, Soft, Jazz and DBB
(dynamic bass boost)
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10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.

Repeating mode (A→B): Repeatedly play a certain segment of a song.
Delete music: delete existing MP3 music files and voice files, individually or all.
Record and playback recordings
Volume adjustment in 32 levels.
USB connection for uploading and downloading voice files
Built-in speaker.
Low battery indication.
HOLD key lock: Under any mode, enabling the HOLD switch will lock all keys.

III.

Battery Installation

1.

Open the battery box

2.

Slide the battery cover to the right as indicated by the arrow and place the 2 batteries
(AAA) into the Digital Voice Recorder according to proper polarity, and then re-fit the
cover by pushing it closed.
Power on after the batteries are in place to examine the remaining power in the
batteries. The system will automatically indicate “Lo” for 2s in case of low voltage.
During MP3 playing/playing mode, the volume will automatically decrease by half in
case of low voltage, after which the “Lo” will flash every 10 seconds. When you see this,
it is notifying you to replace batteries and will continue to do so until it powers off
automatically.
During recording/pause recording mode, the system will save current recording files
and return to stop record mode. With low battery, the “Lo” will flash and the recorder will
not record during low voltage.

3.
4.

5.
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Sufficient
6.

Low

Battery

When the battery only indicates two bars, the
playing and exit due to low battery. The
of batteries varies from battery type and
volume. To extend battery life, lower volume.

Out of Power
player will stop
operating time
playing

Notes:
 If the LCD displays nothing after replacing with new batteries, please check the
polarity of the batteries. If the LCD displays nothing still though the polarity is correct,
please take out the batteries and contact specified after-services as soon as
possible.
 If the player will be left unused for a long time, please remove the batteries.
 Before using rechargeable battery, please read the user manual for the battery and
charger first.

Warning:
1)

2)

IV.

Never take out the batteries when the Player is in use, and never pull out the USB
connecting line when connected with PC if “Busy” displayed, or damage to the device
will occur. The manufacturer will not be responsible for any damage incurred during
misuse of the product.
If the player will be left unused for a long time, please take out the batteries to prevent
PCB corrosion due to battery leakage.

Operation

4.1. Power On/Off
Open the HOLD key before powering on. The system will automatically boot up
after been powered on. If powered off, you need to press the PLAY key for 2s to
turn on the device. The memory space will be displayed for 2s, and then enter
into standby mode (i.e. record mode), as shown in the figure. If there is no key
pressed within 2m under standby mode, the system will automatically power off.
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Under normal status, press the STOP key for 2s to automatically shut down the device.
The upper row 00 in the figure indicates that current playing song is the 0 one, and the
lower row F00 indicates the total number of songs. The lower row will alternatively show
total number of songs and current song time when there is a record file or downloaded
MP3 music.

4.2. Record
4.2.1

Select Record Mode
 The system will enter record mode (DVR) after booting up. Shortly press the
MODE key under MP3 mode to select Record Mode. Under stop record status
and record mode, shortly press VOL+ or VOL- key to select voice-activation
function and recording modes: LP is long-time record , SP is short-time record, 00
is voice-activated function turned off, 01 is voice-activated function enabled. The
system displays the following modes. To select, press “Mode” key to enter.

4.2.2.

Recording/ Pausing / Stop Recording
Shortly press the REC key under record mode to start record, as shown in the
figure. Before recording, the “InIt” will display, showing recording is initializing.
 Shortly press the REC key under recording status to pause recording.
 Shortly press the STOP key to stop recording.


Before recording

initialization

recording
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4.3. Playing Recordings
(Record playing includes: playing, pause, stop, skip forward, and skip backward, select,
volume, loop and A-B repeating)
4.3.1 Play Recording
Shortly press the PLAY key to play recording.
4.3.2 Pausing Recordings
Shortly press the PLAY key to pause playing record.
4.3.3 Stop Playing Recordings
Shortly press the PLAY key under stop/pause playing record status to begin/resume
playing. Press the STOP key under playing record/pause playing status to stop playing,
and hold the key to directly power off.
4.3.4 Skip Forward
Press and hold the UP key to skip forward.
4.3.5 Skip Backwards
Press and hold the DOWN key to skip backward
4.3.6 Select Recordings
Press the UP key quickly under playing/stop playing status to play/select next recording
file. If it is already the last record file, the system will play/select the first record file.
Press the DOWN key quickly under playing/stop playing status to play/select previous
record file. If it is already the first record file, the system will play/select the last record
file. It will automatically stop at the last record file when all files are played.
4.3.7 Volume Adjustment
Press the VOL+ or VOL-key to adjust volume. Hold these two keys to
rapidly increase/decrease volume. The volume is adjustable in a
scope of 32 levels, as shown in the figure.
●Note: EQ mode is not available during recording.

4.3.8 Loop mode
Shortly press the MODE key during playing to enter loop mode. After
) to
EP is displayed, press the UP or DOWN key to select: ALL (
loop all record files, 1 (
) to loop a single recording, or, no icon
indication will be displayed if you select no files to loop. To exit this
setting, press the MODE key to enter next setting. If there is no key
operation within 8s, the system will save current setting and exit.
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4.3.9 (A-B) Record file repeating settings
During playback, shortly press the MODE key under loop mode option to enter A-B
repeating mode, where the A-B icon is highlighted and A- will flicker to indicate starting
point. Quick press the UP key to select starting point, now the A- will stop flickering and
B begins to flicker to indicate ending point. Quick press the UP key again to select the
end point, at which point B will stop flickering and start repeating based on the indicated
length. Quick press the UP key for the third time to cancel repeating and resume normal
playing. The A- will flicker again, waiting for selecting new starting point. If there is no
key operation within 8s, the system will save current setting and exit to playing
record status.

4.3.10 Deleting Recordings
Press and hold the MODE key under stop status to enter delete mode, as shown
in the figure. Quick press the UP or DOWN key to delete the directory, PLAY key
to delete the file. The system will indicate (Erase) to show that the deletion was
completed. To delete all, hold the MODE key again and the system will indicate
(All?); press the PLAY key to delete all and the system will indicate (Erase). Quick
press the MODE key to cancel deletion operation. The system will return to record
mode after deletion. If all record files are deleted, the system will indicate 00-F00.

4.4. Playing MP3s
1)

2)

4.4.1

Shortly press the MODE key under standby mode to select MP3
mode (as shown in the figure). 01 indicates to select the first song
and F05 indicates there are 5 songs in total.
Playing MP3 includes multiple operations such as playing, pause
playing, adjust volume, delete files, skip forward, skip backward
and set up loop mode, repeating mode and sound effect during
playing, etc, respectively as follows:

Playing MP3s
Press the PLAY key to play with time progress displayed, as
shown in the figure.
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4.4.2

Pause Playing
Quick press the PLAY key during playing to pause when the MP3 icon begin to flicker.
Quick press the PLAY key again to resume playing and the MP3 icon will stop
flickering.

4.4.3

Stop Playing
Quick press the STOP key during playing to stop playing, under which you can press
the MODE key to switch between various modes.

4.4.4

Skip Forward/ Backward
Press and hold the UP or DOWN key during playing to skip forward/backward.

4.4.5

EQ mode
While playing MP3, quick press the MODE key under the loop mode options to enter
EQ mode options. Press the UP or DOWN key to select EQ mode: 00 is NATURAL
(normal), 01 is ROCK (rock and roll), 02 is POP (pop), 03 is CLASSIC (classical), 04
is SOFT (soft), 05 is JAZZ (jazz) and 06 is DBB (dynamic bass boost). If there is no
key operation within 8s, the system will automatically save current setting and return
to playing MP3 status.

4.5. HOLD key lock
When enabling the HOLD key, the system will indicate “Hold”. All
keys will be locked until the HOLD key is disabled. When the
HOLD key is enabled under shut down status, the system will
indicate HOLD when trying to boot up by long pressing the PLAY
key.

4.6. Storage
1

Under any circumstance except system upgrading, when you
connect your recorder to the USB port of a PC, the recorder will
immediately attempt to connect with the PC. Disk operation is
ready when the disk icon emerges in the PC operation system.

2

Uploading / Downloading:
When removable disk is detected, you may upload/download
MP3/WMA files or other files.
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3

When the USB is in standby mode, quick press the MODE key to switch to MP3
operation mode.

The system will indicate “Busy” during data transmitting between the disk and PC. Never
disconnect your recorder during this indication as data loss may occur.

V.

Format Memory
To format the memory, you should connect the Digital Voice Recorder to the computer’s
USB interface and enter USB connecting mode to format memory.
Under any operation system, the method of format is the same as that for computer
hard disks and floppy disk (Select “Removable Disk” to format it).
Note: When the Digital Voice Recorder indicates low voltage symbol, you should
replace the battery immediately to prevent damage to your recorder or your PC.

VI.

Accessories
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

USB Cable
Stereo Headset
Telephone Box
Telephone Line
Clip-On Microphone
External Connection Cable

WARRANTY
The condition of this warranty and our responsibilities under this warranty are as follows:
Supplier’s warranty is non-transferable. And this warranty is limited to the original purchaser
only.
* You must be able to prove the date of original purchase of the unit with a dated receipt.
* The warranty is not applicable if the product has been subject to physical abuse,
improper installation, modification or repair by unauthorized third party.
* The responsibility of supplier’s products shall be limited to the repair of replacement of the
product as its sole discretion.
* Specifically exempt from any warranty are limited-life consumable components subject to
normal wear and tear such as batteries, decorates and other accessories.
* A supplier will not take any responsibility if the failure of the unit has resulted from accident,
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abuse, misuse, or any unauthorized repair, modification or disassemble.
* Modification and repair of the unit should be done by authorized and qualified service
personnel, Center or returned to the manufacturer.
* This warranty gives you specific legal rights, and you may also have other rights which vary
under local laws.
The following conditions comprise the requirements and scope of our warranty conditions and
do not affect our legal and contractual warranty obligations.
We offer a warranty on our products in accordance with the following conditions:
1) Hype™ products are covered by a 12 month warranty. We will resolve damages or defects
on Hype™ products free of charge within 12 months of the purchase date under the following
warranty conditions. For any damage or defect determined later than 12 months after the
purchase date, proof of a manufacturing fault must be submitted for repair under warranty.
2) The warranty does not cover batteries and other parts, which are considered consumables,
parts that break easily such as glass or plastic or defects based on normal wear and tear.
There is no warranty obligation in the event of marginal differences compared to the target
appearance and workmanship provided these have a negligible effect on the product’s fitness
for use, in the event of damage caused by chemical or electrochemical effects, by water or
generally from abnormal conditions.
3) The warranty will be performed in such a way that we shall decide whether to repair the
defective parts or to replace them with working parts free of charge. Hype™ reserves the right
to exchange the product for a replacement product of equal value if the product sent in cannot
be repaired within a reasonable time or at a reasonable cost. Requests cannot be made for
repairs to be carried out on site. Parts that have been replaced or exchanged become our
property.
4) The warranty claim does not apply if repairs or other work is carried out by unauthorized
persons or if our products are equipped with additional parts or accessories that are not
approved for our product.
5) Warranties that have been activated do not cause the warranty period to be extended, nor
do they trigger a new warranty period. The warranty period for any replacement parts installed
ends with the warranty period for the entire product.
6) Any other further claims are excluded, especially those for replacement due to damage
caused to the outside of the product, provided there is no obligatory legal liability. We
therefore accept no liability for accidental, indirect or other consequential damage of any kind,
which leads to usage restrictions, data loss, and loss of earnings or interruption to business.
Asserting a warranty claim:
1) To make use of the warranty service for hardware issues, you must contact the Hype™
Service Center by email at support@dglusa.com
2) Hype™ will try to diagnose and solve your problem. If it is determined that a warranty claim
exists, you will be given an RMA number (Return Material Authorization) and will be asked to
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send the product to Hype™.
IMPORTANT: Hype™ will only accept parcels that have an RMA number.
Please observe the following when sending the product:
1) Send the product suitably packaged with carriage and insurance paid. Do not enclose any
accessories with the product (cables, chargers, manuals, etc.) unless the Hype™ Service
Center specifies otherwise.
2) Mark the RMA number on the outside of the package in such a way that it is visible and
clearly legible.
3) You must enclose a copy of the sales slip as proof of purchase.
4) Once Hype™ has received the product, it will meet its warranty obligations in accordance
with the warranty conditions and will return the product to the sender with carriage and
insurance paid.
Service outside of warranty
Hype™ can refuse any service claim made that is not covered by the warranty.
If Hype™ agrees to provide a service outside the warranty, the customer will be invoiced for
all repair and transport costs. Hype™ will not accept any packages that have not first been
approved by Hype™ by means of an RMA (Return Material Authorization).
Contact us at support@dglusa.com
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